AGA members are talking... the VALUE of AGA MEMBERSHIP

AGA provides a great platform for networking and education. It is a one-stop for all my career needs.

Bryan C., CGFM
Financial Analyst

AGA is a comprehensive way to get valuable and relevant CPE while engaging with others who are like-minded in a holistic platform.

Misty S., CGFM
Auditor & Account Manager

AGA has opened up doors, relationships, experiences and opportunities...I’m a proud member, Past Chapter President and huge advocate for others to join!

Bill H., CGFM
Partner

AGA is a great organization to network with other professionals and an opportunity to serve in leadership roles.

Michelle Y., CGFM
Accounting Manager

AGA has connected me to a larger accounting universe, and through its CGFM program, a way to document my professional skills to those interacting with our universe!

Steven R., CGFM
Comptroller

AGA provides a great platform for networking and education. It is a one-stop for all my career needs.

Bill H., CGFM
Partner
Take advantage of all the available member benefits...they really add up!

AGA members are dedicated professionals. We support government at all levels and work in all areas of financial management, accounting, auditing, IT, and other business operations areas to help government work more efficiently and effectively. As members, we are able to boost our careers through AGA education and the CGFM certification, and through opportunities to network, share ideas and solutions. Our training events are fantastic; they highlight innovations, best practices and research and lead to positive change in government that benefits our society.

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

CGFM fee discounts, including:
- renewals
- application
- Intensive Review Courses

Discounts on national and chapter training events, and online CPEs

Group training courses — we bring education to you

Discounts on webinars — individual and group options

4 Complimentary members-only webinars

Online job bank — find your next position

CONNECTION & NETWORK

Join AGA on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook

90+ AGA chapters nationwide

Access the Corporate Partner Directory

STAY INFORMED

Subscription to the Journal of Government Financial Management

Online tools to:
- prevent fraud
- reduce improper payments
- mitigate risk
- enhance collaboration

Access to exclusive research and executive reports

Join Today!
www.agacgfm.org